
INTENSE ASH
Let’s cool it down! The Intense Ash colour series combats 
orange tones with cool toned pigments and allows you 
to create ash tones and silvers in even the warmest of hair 
colours. 

Either neutralise orange tones for natural balanced 
brunettes, create ash shades on a natural brunette base 
or create fabulous silver and grey looks on blonde, light 
blondes and white hair. 



INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the shade of Aquarely Color Cream to apply. Squeeze 50 ml of Aquarely Color 
Cream, then mix with 75 ml of Aquarely Oxidizing Emulsion until a creamy consistency is obtained. Follow 
instructions given in the table below:

FOR A VIRGIN APPLICATION - Start at the back of the head applying the cream 
section-by-section, starting from about 3/4 of an inch from the scalp, then spread 
the cream over the entire length of the hair. Leave for 20 minutes. Then apply 
Aquarely Colour Cream to the roots, leaving it on for an additional 20 minutes.

FOR RE-TOUCHING - Starting from the back of the head, apply Aquarely Colour 
Cream to the roots. Leave for 20 minutes. Then apply the remaining cream on 
the lengths and slowly pour 70 ml of lukewarm water on the hair a little at a 
time to obtain a creamy emulsion you can spread all over the hair. Leave for 
an additional 10 minutes.

RINSING - After finishing the application, rinse the hair thoroughly and 
wash using ProColorist After Colour Shampoo.

 Treatment AQUARELY Cr. Col. AQUARELY Ox. Em. Processing Timing

Tone on tone 50 ml 75 mI of 10 voI. 25 minutes

For lightening 1 level 50 ml 75 mI of 20 voI. 30 minutes

For lightening 2 levels 50 ml 75 mI of 30 voI. 35 minutes

For lightening 3 levels 50 ml 75 mI of 40 voI. 40 minutes

   
Dark Blonde 
Intense Ash

 

Blonde 
Intense Ash

Light Blonde 
Intense Ash

Lightest Blonde 
Intense Ash

6CC 7CC 8CC 9CC

6.11 7.11 8.11 9.11

INTENSE ASH



INTENSE ASH
CASE STUDIES

CREATE SILVERS AND GREYS ON BLONDE, LIGHT 
BLONDE AND WHITE HAIR 

You may have clients that are blonde but want silver 
or grey hair. In this case the base has no orange or 
dark tones and by using 8CC or 9CC you are able 
to produce silver and grey looks.

The CC range is also perfect to transition clients 
who wish to embrace their natural grey hair and 
have grey roots but  left over colour. Remove as 
much of the old colour and use to blend with the 
natural root. 

USE TO CREATE COOL BRUNETTE SHADES 

When used on hair that throws off orange or has 
warm tones the CC will neutralise these tones and 
give you a cool brunette result. The more warm ie  
copper hair the more neutral brown and if the hair 
is already a neutral or natural base the colour will 
be more ash brunette or ash blonde. 

CREATE ASH TONES

When used on a more natural brunette or medium 
blonde base the colour will be more ash brunette 
or ash blonde. 
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It&ly Hairfashion is committed to creating an eco-friendly 
corporate environment as well as the use of emerging 
green technologies in the safe production of its extensive 
line of environmentally friendly products.
FOR A BETTER WORLD 
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UK North & Ireland (Wholesale) 
Robbie Davies 
m. 07774 160308 
e. robbie@tools4hair.com

UK South East (Wholesale) 
David Pickering 
m. 07958 584312 
e. david@tools4hair.com

Technical 
Lynne O’Reilly 
m. 07904 659303 
e. lynnetcb64@hotmail.com

South East (Salon) 
Nick Brown 
m. 07825 064343 
e. nick@tools4hair.com

West Midlands & Shropshire (Salon) 
South West & Wales (Wholesale) 
Kevin Wright 
m. 07802 197260 
e. Kevin@tools4hair.com

Leicester and East Midlands (Salon) 
Paul Ridgewell 
m. 07811 367338
e. Paul@tools4hair.com

twitter.com/italyhairuk/

instagram.com/italyhairuk/

facebook.com/italyhairuk/


